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In recent years a major focus of attention in the field of infant nutrition has been on the role of long chain polyunsaturated fatty acids (LCPUFA) in the visual and neural development of neonates.1–4 The benefit of proposed supplementation with LCPUFA in full term infants remains controversial. Several studies have found better visual acuity in term infants fed breast milk than in formula fed infants,5–8 but others have not.9–12 There are also many potential confounders in these non-randomised studies. However, it is agreed that breastfed infants have higher concentrations of docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) in the phospholipids of the red cell membranes used as a representative marker for other cell membranes. The most pronounced effects of dietary LCPUFA supplementation have been observed in preterm infants. The visual function of infants fed a diet of either human breast milk, known to contain n-3 and n-6 essential fatty acids (EFA) or corn oil based formula feed (no dietary n-3 EFA), has been compared in a range of different acuity tests. Both healthy preterm and full term infants were studied and it was found that at 4 months of age, visual acuity was significantly better in breastfed than in formula fed infants for both preterm and full term infants.7,9 Differences in visual acuity between the two diet regimens were most pronounced in preterm infants.4 LCPUFA from the n-3 series seem to have a selective effect on rod function with fewer effects on cone function.2 In very low birthweight infants longer term (up to 79 weeks after conception) supplementation of formula feed already containing 3–5% α-linolenic acid (n-3 EFA) and added fish oil (containing n-3 derivatives) may reduce the decline in the arachidonic (AA) and DHA content of red blood cell phospholipids1 observed postnatally.13 The presence of α-linolenic acid without fish oil in the formula feed does not halt this decline. These data suggest that the liver of preterm newborn infants has only limited concentrations and/or reduced activity of the elongase and desaturase enzymes for conversion of the EFA precursors to their longer chain products. Observational data also suggest that this is true of infants born at full term.14 Hence the possible need for supplementation of milk feed with LCPUFA and not merely their EFA precursors. A study investigating the effects of supplementing different ratios of α-linolenic/linoleic acids in formula milk given to healthy full term infants showed that whatever the ratio of these EFA, the DHA and AA content of plasma and red blood cell phospholipids was lower in formula fed than in breastfed babies.15 This was despite the fact that the absolute amounts of α-linolenic and linoleic acid were comparable with those present in breast milk. This strengthens the suggestion that neonates cannot convert the EFA precursor molecules to their longer chain derivatives efficiently.

Compared with short term visual measures, there are fewer data on neurodevelopmental outcome. However, more recent research has explored the association between neurodevelopment and LCPUFA in healthy full term infants.16–18 Previously published reports describing higher intelligence quotient scores in preterm breastfed infants than in those who were formula fed,17 18 have provided some suggestions that LCPUFA may be related to neurodevelopment in humans as initially shown in animal models.19 20 Observations have been made that the inclusion of AA and DHA in artificial formula milk may influence psychomotor development, as assessed by the Brunet-Lézine score at 4 months15 and cognitive behaviour at 10 months of age.18

We attempt to address the possible mechanisms by which LCPUFA might have such effects on visual and neural development in neonates.

The chemistry of lipids

Lipids are defined as substances which are insoluble in water but soluble in non-polar solvents, such as chloroform, hydrocarbons, or alcohols. This definition covers a wide range of compounds and includes, among others, alcohols, aldehydes, fatty acids and derivatives, such as glycerides, wax esters, phospholipids and glycolipids. One of the most important roles of lipids in cells is that of their contribution to the structure of cellular membranes. A large proportion (around 75%) of the membrane lipids are phospholipids. These consist of a glycerol backbone containing three adjacent carbons (stereospecifically numbered sn-1, sn-2, and sn-3) with a phosphate group linked at the sn-3 carbon and long chain fatty...
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Unsaturated fatty acids are classified into series depending on the position of the first double bond from the methyl terminal. The n-9 monounsaturated oleic acid (18:1n9), found in olive oil, can be synthesised de novo by animals. The n-6 and n-3 series can only be generated from dietary intake of the precursor molecules linoleic acid (C18:2n-6) and α-linolenic acid (C18:3n-3), found in plants. These latter fatty acids are therefore known as essential fatty acids as they are synthesised de novo by animals. The members of the n-3, n-6 and n-9 series cannot be interconverted in animal tissues.

Metabolism of EFA occurs through desaturation and elongation by specific enzymes and yields highly unsaturated, longer chain fatty acids of which arachidonic acid (C20:4n-6) from linoleic acid (C18:2n-6) and DHA (C22:6n-3) from α-linolenic acid (C18:3n-3) are of particular physiological importance (fig 3). The 6-6-desaturase can introduce a double bond at position 6 (from the carboxyl terminal) into the first member of each of the fatty acid series which means that all three precursors can compete for desaturation, although the affinity of this enzyme is in the order 18:3 > 18:2 > 18:1. This has important consequences when there may be dietary deficiencies, as in preterm neonates, as the synthesis of n-3 LCPUFA will be influenced not only by
Eicosapentaenoic acid (20:5n-3) (EPA), found predominantly in fish oils, inhibits synthesis of arachidonic acid (20:4n-6) because of inhibition of the desaturation of linoleic acid (18:2n-6) to arachidonic acid. In addition, if high ratios of DHA and EPA to AA are present in the diet, the EPA replaces AA in tissue structural lipids and therefore normal regulatory control of tissue AA may be lost. Newborn infants fed human breast milk receive small quantities of these LCPUFA in the maternal milk supply, the exact proportions of which depend on maternal diet (table 1). Both series of LCPUFA are precursors for eicosanoids, although derivatives of the n-3 fatty acids are usually less potent than those of the n-6 fatty acids. The effects of series 3 prostanooids and series 5 leukotrienes derived from EPA are often antagonistic to, or different from, the physiological effects of the cyclooxygenase and lipoxygenase products of arachidonic acid.

Importance of long chain fatty acids for neonates

It has become increasingly more evident that LCPUFA have a more diverse role in the mechanisms which modulate cell function than has been recognised. Such a role involves:

- availability of AA as a precursor of eicosanoids which include both the lipoxygenase products (leukotrienes and hydroperoxy fatty acids) and cyclo-oxygenase products (prostaglandins and thromboxanes)
- arachidonic acid acting as a second messenger in addition to influencing the activity of other components of signalling cascades; a putative role as a primary messenger
- structural role for both DHA and AA as components of phospholipids (except myelin) in the plasma membrane of cells, with particular emphasis on DHA, which is highly abundant in the membranes of visual and neural cells
- unsaturation of hydrocarbon chains affecting the fluidity of the hydrophobic region of the plasma membrane bilayer

Membrane fluidity is believed to have an important role in modulating the function of receptors and transporters in the cell membrane, as well as affecting the signal transduction mechanisms inside the cell.20 21 The precise detail of this role are not totally clear. Such a modulatory role should be considered in terms of possible implications in preterm infants in whom it has been shown that LCPUFA have a measurable effect on both visual and neural development.

Accretion rates of LCPUFA in the brain and retinal tissues are highest in the third trimester.22 The placental circulation supplies all the essential fatty acids and a significant proportion of LCPUFA to the fetus.23 Preterm delivery, which cuts off this supply of LCPUFA precisely when accretion concentrations should be increasing at an even greater rate than earlier

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>n-3 series</th>
<th>n-6 series</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generally - vegetable oils; longer chained - fatty acids in phytoplankton and transferred down the marine nutrition chain; α-linolenic acid (18:3n-3) also found in higher plant structural fats; eicosapentaenoic acid (20:5n-3) predominantly found in fish oils</td>
<td>Generally derived from plants, grain and vegetable oils; linoleic acid (18:2 n-6) mainly in dietary vegetables and plant lipids - safflower, sunflower, soybean, borage, evening primrose; arachidonic acid (20:4n-6) predominantly in animal fats</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eicosanoids including series 5 leukotrienes LTB5, prostaglandins eg PGE3, PGI3, thromboxanes eg TxA3</td>
<td>Eicosanoids including leukotrienes eg LTB5, LTC4, prostaglandins eg PGE3, PGI3, thromboxanes eg TxA3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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LCPUFA in the retina

The rod photoreceptor cells of the retina are responsible for vision at low light intensities and produce images in shades of black and white. The fine structure of the rod cell is why LCPUFA are so crucial to the development of visual function in the fetus and newborn infant. Rod cells are long and narrow, with the outer segment bordering the pigment epithelium. This outer segment houses a stack of 600 to 1000 discs per rod cell and membrane bound lamellae which act as a support structure for the rhodopsin protein, the light capturing molecule of the rod cell (fig 4). The disc membranes, as are all other cell membranes, comprise phospholipid molecules arranged in a bilayer configuration. In most tissues DHA (C22:6n-3), the long chain derivative of the essential fatty acid linolenic acid (C18:3n-3), accounts for only a very small proportion of the fatty acid content of the membrane phospholipids: phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), phosphatidylserine (PS) and phosphatidylinositol (PI). In contrast, in the disc membrane of retinal photoreceptors, DHA contributes 50% of the total fatty acid content of the phospholipids and accounts for 75–100% of the fatty acid at the sn-2 position of the PE (fig 1). The sn-1 position is usually occupied by saturated fatty acids, primarily stearic (C18:0) and palmitic (C16:0), but in the photoreceptor outer segment membrane some PE molecules are occupied by DHA at both the sn-1 and sn-2 positions. Phosphatidylserine (PS), which normally occurs on the cytoplasmic side of the bilayer, contains predominantly arachidonic acid, even in the rod disc membrane. 24

The photoreceptive molecule rhodopsin consists of a protein called opsin covalently linked to retinal, a vitamin A aldehyde. Retinal has the role of a ligand bound to a G-protein coupled receptor, namely opsin. Photoactivation of this chromophore eventually leads to the transition from metarhodopsin I (MI) to metarhodopsin II (MII). 25 The MI–MII transition is associated with a sequence of events which change the shape of rhodopsin, exposing a binding site for a signal transducing G protein (transducin) on the cytoplasmic domain of the rhodopsin molecule. The subsequent series of reactions ultimately leads to a drop in the cytoplasmic concentration of cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP) which closes plasma membrane cation specific channels. Sodium ions are no longer able to return into the outer segment of the rod photoreceptor cell down an electrochemical gradient so that hyperpolarisation of the rod cell membrane occurs. This is translated by the synaptic body at the base of the rod, leading to transmission of a light stimulated nerve impulse. The photo receptor cell is particularly interesting compared with other cells using the G protein complexes for signal transduction, because activation of the visual G protein reduces the level of cGMP, in contrast to the rise seen in other systems. Furthermore, normally the ligand molecule has to bind to a receptor before reacting with the G protein, to initiate the signal transmission. However, in the rod the retina is already bound to the opsin, which in turn is already associated with a G protein so that rhodopsin in the excited state merely exchanges guanosine diphosphate (GDP) for guanosine triphosphate (GTP). Hence the response to a photon of light is extremely rapid. The abundance of LCPUFA in all the main phospholipids in the disc membrane is believed to have a pivotal role in the conformational change in rhodopsin. LCPUFAs are believed to be most effective combined with particular phospholipid head groups for several reasons.

The MI–MII transition is a reversible reaction with both states coexisting in the rod membrane in a pH dependent equilibrium.

Key points

- All mammals need essential fatty acids (EFA) in their diet
- Preterm infants may be less able to synthesise LCPUFA from dietary EFAs and/or more likely to develop a deficiency in LCPUFA
- Studies have shown LCPUFA supplementation can improve visual acuity and neural development in preterm and possibly term infants
- Docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) has a key role in the structural development of neural and synaptic networks by imparting particular fluidity properties to the membrane bilayers
- Arachidonic acid seems to have putative neurotransmitter roles

MI + H⁺ ⇄ MII

Both PE and PS are on the exterior cytoplasmic surface of the retinal outer disc membrane. PE is neutral whereas PS is acidic which means that at neutral pH its carboxylic group has lost its proton and therefore bears a net negative charge. This charge helps to attract a high proton concentration at the membrane surface, thereby driving the equilibrium to the right—towards more MII.

The MII rhodopsin molecule occupies a greater volume than the MI molecule within the membrane. A minimum thickness of bilayer (corresponding to 16–18 fatty acid carbons) is thought to be required for the formation of the MII molecule. The longer carbon chains of DHA at the sn-1 and 2 positions of the membrane phospholipids may be a way of accommodating this requirement. These long chains preferentially exist in a compact formation, producing a thin bilayer, but with a small input of energy these lipid chains extend to accommodate the MII conformation of the rhodopsin protein with the thickening of the hydrocarbon region of the bilayer. This is referred to as the molecular spring model. 26

The MI–MII transition is driven by thermodynamic energy changes. This energy is
“locked” within the membrane configuration and released during membrane configurational changes. In a biological membrane there are lipid molecules which naturally form bilayers, such as phosphatidylcholine. Phosphatidylethanolamine with two DHA chains has a molecular shape resembling a cone and when the PE molecules are constrained into a bilayer structure this is energetically very unstable. The membrane would be energetically too unstable if only DHA containing PE was present, but the presence of other phospholipids such as phosphatidylethanolamine have a stabilising effect. Conformational changes in a neighbouring rhodopsin molecule are believed to enable the phospholipids such as PE in its vicinity to assume a more energetically favourable configuration, thereby releasing some of the curvature strain in the membrane. This released stress is in the form of thymol kinetic energy which simultaneously fuels the conformational change of the protein from the MI to the MII configuration. 

The effect of DHA on the packing of the membrane bilayer may significantly influence the functioning of G protein signal transduction systems in cells. Suggested mechanisms for signal transduction involving G proteins in cells, other than photoreceptors, postulate lateral movement of these G proteins along the membrane, or the receptor–effector complex with which they become associated. Such movement would be facilitated in a hydrocarbon region consisting of more kinked unsaturated fatty acid chains, producing a less ordered packing of the chains. Hence the inclusion of DHA chains in the bilayer may enhance the collision rate between the G protein and its receptor–effector complex. This would therefore aid the functioning of the transduction system as well as facilitate any conformational changes receptor molecule may need to complete to interact with the G protein.

The role of fatty acid unsaturation and altered membrane fluidity in signal transduction in the retinal rods is supported by the fact that there are examples of the effects of membrane fluidity in other signal transducing systems. Increased phosphatidylycholine unsaturation, which results in more fluidity, increases the activity of protein kinase C; in contrast, higher cholesterol:phospholipid ratios in the plasma membrane (a more rigid contrast, higher cholesterol:phospholipid ratios increase cyclic AMP concentrations in megakaryoblasts.)

**LCPUFA in the brain**

There is evidence that long chain polyunsaturated fatty acids are important in brain development, but the precise mechanisms by which this is achieved have not been elucidated.

**BRAIN GROWTH**

The role of LCPUFA in brain development is thought to be at the level of nerve growth and synaptogenesis. In the growing brain thousands of new synapses are made every hour. The region of growth in an extending neuron is the growth cone region where the new membranes are actively being laid down to extend the axon into the dendritic processes in the direction towards glial cells.

DHA is a major lipid constituent of synaptic end sites while arachidonic acid is present in both growth cones and synaptosomes. During conversion of nerve growth cones to mature synapses, there is a substantial amount of incorporation of DHA containing lipids. This implies that the delivery of DHA to growth cones is a prerequisite for the formation of mature synapses.

Despite the abundance of DHA in synaptosomal membranes, AA is preferentially released from membrane phospholipids by the action of endogenous phospholipase A. Therefore, AA may be more important as a free fatty acid, with a role in signal transduction events which regulate growth cone activity and ultimately conversion of growth cones to mature synaptic endings. The clinical significance of DHA may be more as a structural component of the membranes, particularly at the synapse where membrane fluidity may influence neurotransmitter receptor activity. For example, acetylcholine receptor function can be influenced by membrane fluidity, with local lipid composition around the protein receptor thought to be more important than bulk membrane fluidity.

**SECOND MESSENGERS**

Recent research points to the possible role of LCPUFA, in particular DHA and AA, in cell signal transduction system in brain cells (fig 5). Growth cones use signalling systems involving inositol lipids, G proteins, and protein kinase C. Protein kinase C phosphorylates proteins to produce a cellular response. The enzyme phospholipase A (PLA) hydrolyses the sn-2 fatty acyl chain from phospholipids to produce a free fatty acid and lysophospholipid. Arachidonic acid is the sn-2 fatty acid of PI, and DHA
is the principal sn-2 fatty acid of PE in the brain. Nerve growth cones show particularly high turnover of AA in phosphatidylinositol and contain increased concentrations of free arachidonic acid. DHA and AA directly stimulate protein kinase C by increasing the calcium affinity of the protein kinase C.

The breakdown of inositol lipids by phospholipase C generates inositol phosphates and diacylglycerol. Although it is these inositol phosphates which are primarily regarded as the second messengers, diacylglycerol can also act as a second messenger, activating protein kinase C by increasing the affinity of the kinase for calcium ions. However, the action of diacylglycerol is transient because it is rapidly metabolised by phosphorylation to phosphatidic acid by the enzyme diacylglycerol kinase. The phosphatidic acid re-enters the membrane phospholipid biosynthetic pathway. Release of DHA and arachidonic acid by the action of PLA₂ has a stimulatory effect on diacylglycerol kinase and is specific to neuronal membranes.

These LCPUFA may therefore have a twofold role in regulating the action of protein kinase C, by directly stimulating protein kinase C and indirectly inhibiting protein kinase C by facilitating the removal of the diacylglycerol stimulus (via their effect on the diacylglycerol kinase enzyme). This dual action may be a mechanism of self regulation as well as exerting fine control on the action of the protein kinase C. The dominant effect may depend on the concentration of the LCPUFA and calcium ions.

**NEUROTRANSMITTER ROLE**

Research is increasingly revealing a possible role for arachidonic acid not only as second messenger within the cell but also as a primary messenger in the synaptic cleft with a part to play in long term potentiation of the processes of learning and memory. N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors in neural tissue are believed to be important in plasticity during development and learning. Glutamate and NMDA acting at the receptors induce release of arachidonic acid, probably by stimulating calcium dependent phospholipase A₂. These receptors have been implicated in long term potentiation which can be considered a model for cellular mechanisms of learning. This is particularly relevant when considering a possible effect of arachidonic acid deficiency on neural development.
Conclusions

The need for long chain polyunsaturated fatty acids in the development of both the visual and neural system of preterm infants is clear, although problems still exist in determining optimal levels of supplementation. The mechanisms by which these fatty acids exert such an important role are still far from clear, but exciting progress is being made.

The lines of research being pursued in an attempt to suggest possible explanations for any observed effects of dietary LCPUFA on vision and development could also help explain why any benefits of supplementation may be transient. The fatty acid composition of the cell membranes, being a dynamic system, are not fixed. There is constant turnover and therefore in milk trials, as diets become similar after weaning, any initial beneficial effects of LCPUFA supplemented milk may wane.
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